We present a level raising result for families of p-adic automorphic forms for a definite quaternion algebra D over Q. The main theorem is an analogue of a theorem for classical automorphic forms due to Diamond and Taylor. We show that certain families of forms old at a prime l intersect with families of l-new forms (at a non-classical point). One of the ingredients in the proof of Diamond and Taylor's theorem (which also played a role in earlier work of Taylor) is the definition of a suitable pairing on the space of automorphic forms. In our situation one cannot define such a pairing on the infinite dimensional space of p-adic automorphic forms, so instead we introduce a space defined with respect to a dual coefficient system and work with a pairing between the usual forms and the dual space. A key ingredient is an analogue of Ihara's lemma which shows an interesting asymmetry between the usual and the dual spaces.
Introduction
Classical level raising results typically show that if the reduction mod p of a level N modular form f has certain properties (depending on a prime l = p), then there exists a modular form g of level N l, new at l, with g ≡ f mod p. An example of a level raising result for classical modular forms is the following, due to Ribet [Rib83] :
Theorem. Let f ∈ S 2 (Γ 0 (N )) be an eigenform, and let p|p be a finite place ofQ such that p 5 and f is not congruent to an Eisenstein series modulo p. If l ∤ N p is a prime number such that the following condition is satisfied,
then there exists a l-new eigenformf ∈ S 2 (Γ 0 (N l)) congruent to f modulo p.
In this paper we prove an analogous level raising result for families of p-adic automorphic forms. In [Buz04] and Part III of [Buz07] , Buzzard defines modules of overconvergent p-adic automorphic forms for definite quaternion algebras, and constructs from these a so-called 'eigencurve'. The eigencurve is a rigid analytic variety whose points correspond to certain systems of eigenvalues for Hecke algebras acting on these modules of automorphic forms. This space p-adically interpolates the systems of eigenvalues arising from classical automorphic forms. Emerton has constructed eigenvarieties in a cohomological framework [Eme06] , but in the following we will work with Buzzard's more concrete construction. Since we first wrote the present text, we have also proven some cases of level raising for p-adic modular forms using the completed cohomology spaces investigated by Emerton (see [New] ).
The first construction of an eigencurve was carried out for modular forms (automorphic forms for GL 2 ) in Coleman and Mazur's seminal paper [CM98] . An important recent result is the construction of a p-adic Jacquet-Langlands map between an eigencurve for a definite quaternion algebra and the GL 2 eigencurve (interpolating the usual Jacquet-Langlands correspondence), as carried out in [Che05] .
We follow the general approach of the first part of Diamond and Taylor's paper [DT94] , and our Theorem 12 is an analogue of Theorem 1 in that paper, but several new features appear in our work. In particular, the level raising results in [Tay89] and [DT94] for definite quaternion algebras are proved by utilising a pairing on finite dimensional vector spaces of automorphic forms. In our setting, the spaces of automorphic forms are Banach modules over an affinoid algebra, so we introduce spaces of 'dual' automorphic forms and work with the pairing between the usual space of automorphic forms and the dual space. We then prove suitable forms of Ihara's lemma, our Theorem 10 (cf. lemma 2 of [DT94]), for the usual and dual spaces of automorphic forms. An interesting asymmetry between the two situations can be observed.
This investigation of level raising results was motivated by a conjecture made by A. Paulin, prompted by results on local-global compatibility on the eigencurve in his thesis [Pau07] . Paulin's conjecture was made for the GL 2 -eigencurve; we may apply our theorem to the image of the p-adic Jacquet-Langlands map there to prove many cases of his conjecture. Since we have applications to the eigencurve for GL 2 /Q in mind we work with definite quaternion algebras over Q in this paper, but some of the methods of section 2 should apply to definite quaternion algebras over any totally real number field, although we do use the fact that weight space is one-dimensional in our arguments. We end this introduction by stating the conjecture made by Paulin.
A geometric level raising conjecture
We fix two distinct primes p and l, and an integer N coprime to pl. Let E be the cuspidal Eigencurve of tame level Γ 0 (N l), parametrising overconvergent cuspidal p-adic modular eigenforms (see [Buz07] for its construction). If φ is a point of E, corresponding to an eigenform f φ , Paulin defines an associated representation of GL 2 (Q l ), denoted π f φ ,l . We call an irreducible connected component Z of the Eigencurve generically special if the GL 2 (Q l )-representations associated to the points of Z away from a discrete set are special. We define generically unramified principal series similarly. Denote by α and β the roots of the polynomial X 2 − t l X + ls l , where t l and s l are the T l and S l eigenvalues of f φ . Paulin makes the conjecture:
Conjecture. Suppose Z is generically unramified principal series. Suppose further that there is a point φ on Z where the ratio of α and β becomes l ±1 and π f φ ,l is special. Then there exists a generically special component Z ′ intersecting Z at φ.
Chenevier raised the same question (in a slightly different form) in relation to the characterisation of the Zariski closure of the l-new classical forms in the eigencurve. We address this issue in section 3.2. Finally, in a recent preprint [Pau10] Paulin has proved versions of his level raising (and lowering) conjectures (even for ramified principal series). His techniques are completely different to ours, making use of deformation theory and requiring a recent important result of Emerton showing that the space X f s constructed by Kisin in [Kis03] is equal to the GL 2 -eigencurve (if one restricts to pieces of the two spaces where certain conditions are satisfied by the relevant mod p Galois representations).
Modules of p-adic overconvergent automorphic forms and Ihara's lemma
In this section we will prove the results we need about modules of p-adic overconvergent automorphic forms for quaternion algebras.
Banach modules
Let K be a finite extension of Q p . We call a normed K-algebra A a Banach algebra if it satisfies the following properties:
-A is Noetherian, -the norm | − | is non-Archimedean, -A is complete with respect to | − |, -for any x, y in A we have |xy| |x||y|.
We will normally assume A is a reduced affinoid algebra with its supremum norm. A Banach Amodule is an A-module M endowed with a norm | − | such that -for any a ∈ A, m ∈ M we have |am| |a||m|, -M is complete with respect to | − |.
Given a set I we define the Banach A-module c I (A) to be functions f : I → A such that lim i→∞ f (i) = 0, with norm the supremum norm. By a finite Banach A-module we mean a Banach A-module which is finitely-generated as an abstract A-module.
Suppose M is a Banach module over a Banach algebra A. We say that M is ONable if it is isomorphic (as a Banach module) to some c I (A). Note that this terminology differs slightly from that of [Buz07] , where ONable refers to modules isometric to some c I (A) and potentially ONable replaces our notion of ONable. The Banach A-module P is said to satisfy the universal property (P r) if for every surjection f : M → N of Banach A-modules and continuous map α : P → N , α lifts to a continuous map β : P → M such that the below diagram commutes:
Note that the universal property (P r) is not quite the same as the property of being projective in the category of Banach A-modules, since an epimorphism of Banach modules is not necessarily a (set-theoretic) surjection. A module P having property (P r) is equivalent to P being a direct summand of an ONable module. (See the end of section 2 in [Buz07] ).
Some notation and definitions
Let p be a fixed prime. Let D be a definite quaternion algebra over Q with discriminant δ prime to 
If we fix a set {d i : 1 i r} of double coset representatives for the finite double quotient D × \D × f /U , and write Γ i for the finite group d
We can define double coset operators on the spaces
as follows: we decompose U ηV into a finite union of right cosets i U x i and define
Overconvergent automorphic forms
Let W be the rigid analytic space Hom(Z × p , G m ), defined over Q p . The reader may consult lemma 2 of [Buz04] for details of this space's construction and properties. For example, W is a union of finitely many open discs. The space W is the weight space for our automorphic forms. The C p -points w of W corresponding to characters κ w : Z × p → C × p with κ w (x) = x k ε p (x) for some positive integer k and finite order character ε p are referred to as classical weights. Let X be a reduced connected K-affinoid subspace of W, where K/Q p is finite, and denote the ring of analytic functions on X by O(X). Such a space X corresponds to a character κ : Z × p → O(X) × induced by the inclusion X ⊂ W. If we have a real number r = p −n for some n, then we define B r,K to be the rigid analytic subspace of affine 1-space over K with C p -points
Similarly (for r < 1) we define B × r,K to be the rigid analytic subspace of affine 1-space over K with
Such maps are analytic when restricted to the set {z ∈ Z p : |1 − z| r} for small enough r. If κ x and r have this property we call x an r-analytic point. A point is r-analytic if and only if its correponding character extends to a morphism of rigid analytic varieties
Let X be a K-affinoid subspace of W as before, with associated character κ : Z × p → O(X) × . We say that κ is r-analytic if every point in X(C p ) is r-analytic. Fix a real number 0 < r < 1 and let A X,r be the O(X)-Banach algebra O(B r,K × K X), endowed with the supremum norm. If κ is
where x ∈ X(C p ) (with κ x the associated character) and z ∈ B r,K (C p ).
Definition 1. Let X be a K-affinoid subspace of W as above, with κ : Z × p → O(X) × the induced character. If we have a real number r = p −n , some integer α 1 such that κ is rp −α -analytic, and U a compact open subgroup of D × f of wild level p α , then define the space of r-overconvergent automorphic forms of weight X and level U to be the O(X)-module
If we endow S D X (U ; r) with the norm |f | = max g∈D
induced by fixing double coset representatives d i is norm preserving. Since the Γ i are finite groups, and A X,r is an ONable Banach O(X)-module (it is the base change to O(X) of O(B r,K ), and all Banach spaces over a discretely valued field are ONable), we see that S D X (U ; r) is a Banach O(X)-module, and satisfies property (P r).
Note that if m is a maximal ideal of O(X), corresponding to a point x ∈ X(K ′ ) for K ′ /K finite, then taking the fibre of the module S D X (U ; r) at m gives the space of overconvergent forms S D x (U ; r) corresponding to the point x of W(K ′ ) (note that a point of W(K ′ ) is a reduced connected K ′ -affinoid subspace!). These spaces of overconvergent automorphic forms were first defined in [Buz04] , using ideas from the unpublished preprint [Ste].
Dual modules
Suppose A is a Banach algebra. Given a Banach A-module M we define the dual M * to be the Banach A-module of continuous A-module morphisms from M to A, with the usual operator norm. We denote the O(X)-module A * X,r by D X,r . If the map κ corresponding to X is rp −α -analytic, then M α acts continuously on A X,r , so D X,r has an O(X)-linear right action of the monoid
α , so it acts on D X,r . This allows us to make the following definition:
Definition 2. For X, κ, r, α and U as above, we define the space of dual r-overconvergent automorphic forms of weight X and level U to be the O(X)-module
As in 2.3, we have a norm preserving isomorphism
Thus V D X (U ; r) is a Banach O(X)-module. We note that it will not usually satisfy property (P r), since (unless X is a point) we expect that D X,r will not be ONable.
Hecke operators
For an integer m, we define the Hecke algebra away from m, T (m) , to be the free commutative O(X)-algebra generated by symbols T π , S π for π prime not dividing m. If δp divides m then we can define the usual action of T (m) by double coset operators on S D X (U ; r): for π ∤ m define ̟ π ∈ A f to be the finite adele which is π at π and 1 at the other places. Abusing notation slightly, we also write ̟ π for the element of D × f which is π 0 0 π at π and the identity elsewhere. Similarly set
f which is π 0 0 1 at π and the identity elsewhere. On
As usual we also have a compact operator acting on S D X (U ; r),
A pairing
In this section X, κ, r, α and U will be as in Definition 1. We will denote by V another compact open subgroup of wild level p α . We fix double coset representatives {d i : 1 i r} for the double quotient D × \D × f /U and let γ i denote the order of the finite group d
where f ∈ S D X (U ; r), λ ∈ V D X (U ; r) and on the right hand side of the above definition ·, · denotes the pairing between A X,r and D X,r given by evaluation.
This pairing is independent of the choice of the double coset representatives d i , since for every
Combining this observation with the isomorphisms (1) and (2) we see that our pairing identifies V D X (U ; r) with S D X (U ; r) * . The following proposition summarises a standard computation [Tay89, DT94] (although these assume the level group is small enough that the finite groups Γ i are trivial), telling us how our pairing interacts with double coset operators. In particular, it implies that T π f, λ = f, T π λ for π ∤ δp when T π acts in the usual way.
where we pass from the third line to the fourth line by counting double cosets and the final line follows by similar calculations to the first 5 lines.
By the results of section 5 in [Che04] and section 3 of [Buz07] we know that for a fixed d 0, if X is a sufficiently small affinoid whose norm is multiplicative (with a precise bound given by Théorème 5.3.1 of [Che04] ) then since U p acts as a compact operator on S D X (U ; r), we have a U p stable decomposition
where S D X (U ; r) d is the space of forms of slope d. We need X to be small enough that the Newton polygon of the characteristic power series for U p acting on S D X (U ; r) has the same slope d part when specialised to any point of X.
From now on we fix d and assume that X is such that this slope decomposition exists. The key example of such an X is an open ball of small radius.
The space S D X (U ; r) d is a finite Banach O(X)-module with property (P r), i.e. a projective finitely generated O(X)-module. In fact this decomposition must be stable under the action of T (δp) , since the T π and S π operators for π = p commute with U p . We define V D X (U ; r) d to be the maps from S D X (U ; r) to O(X) which are 0 on N. This space is also stable under the action of T (δp) and is naturally isomorphic to the dual of S D X (U ; r) d . The following lemma implies that our pairing is perfect when restricted to
Lemma 4. Let M be a finite Banach O(X)-module with property (P r). Then the usual natural map M → (M * ) * is an isomorphism. In other words, the O(X)-module M is reflexive.
Proof. Since M is finite we have a surjection of Banach O(X)-modules O(X) ⊕n → M for some n. Applying the universal property (P r) to this surjection shows that we have a Banach O(X)-isomorphism M⊕N ∼ = O(X) ⊕n for some module N, so M is a projective O(X)-module. Proposition 2.1 of [Buz07] states that the category of finite Banach O(X)-modules, with continuous O(X)-linear maps as morphisms, is equivalent to the category of finite O(X)-modules so we can just compute duals module-theoretically. We have exact sequences
and since M, N, M * and N * are all projective as O(X)-modules we can take the dual of these exact sequences twice to get commutative diagrams with exact rows
where the vertical maps are the natural maps from a module to its double dual. Since the central maps are isomorphisms, we conclude that the outer maps are too.
2.6.1 Direct limits and Fréchet spaces We should remark here that our use of the dual Banach modules V D X (U ; r) is slightly unsatisfactory. For example, the modules do not satisfy property (P r), and we must restrict to 'slope d' subspaces to get a perfect pairing. One could alternatively work with modules of all overconvergent automorphic forms, rather than imposing r-overconvergence for a particular r. One defines
where the (compact) transition maps in the direct system are induced by the inclusions B s,K ⊂ B r,K for s < r. If X is a point (so O(X) is a field) then it is a standard result that the vector space S D X (U ) † is reflexive (see Proposition 16.10 of [Sch02] ). Using this fact it is fairly straightforward to show that for any X,
Old and new
Fix an integer N 1 (the tame level) coprime to p and fix an auxiliary prime l ∤ N pδ. Let X be an affinoid subspace of weight space with associated character κ which is rp −α analytic, for some integer α 1.
To simplify notation we set
Since the map i is defined by double coset operators with trivial component at p it commutes with U p and thus gives a well defined map between these spaces of bounded slope forms. A simple calculation shows that these double coset operators act very simply. Regarding f and g as functions
The image of i inside M will be referred to as the space of oldforms.
We also define a map
l U ]). The kernel of i † is the space of newforms. The maps i and i † commute with Hecke operators T q , S q , where q ∤ N plδ.
The same double coset operators give maps
Using Proposition 3 we have
An easy calculation shows that i † i acts on the product L × L = L 2 by the matrix (acting on the right)
We have exactly the same double coset operator formula for the action of j † j on the product
l U ] respectively on L * we deduce that, in terms of Hecke operators, j † j acts on L * × L * by the matrix (again acting on the right)
If the affinoid X is sufficiently nice, then we can show that the map i † i is injective. Before we prove this, we note that in our setting a family of p-adic automorphic eigenforms over an affinoid X ⊂ W is just a Hecke eigenform f in S D X (U ; r).
Proposition 5. If X is a one dimensional irreducible connected smooth affinoid, then the map i † i is injective.
Proof. Let L 0 be the projective (since O(X) is a Dedekind domain) finite Banach O(X)-module ker(i † i), and note that L 0 ⊂ L 2 is stable under the action of all the Hecke operators, since they all commute with
, so projecting L 0 down to L (taking either the first or the second factor) we see that the Hecke operator T 2 l − (l + 1) 2 S l acts as 0 on a non-zero projective submodule of L. This (applying the local eigenvariety construction as described in section 6.2 of [Che04] ) implies that there is a family of eigenforms over some one dimensional sub-affinoid of X, all with the eigenvalue of T 2 l − (l + 1) 2 S l equal to 0. Now the Hecke algebra element T 2 l − (l + 1) 2 S l induces a rigid analytic function on the tame level N eigencurve for D (by taking the appropriate eigenvalue associated to a point), so this function must vanish on the whole irreducible component containing the one dimensional family constructed above. However, every irreducible component contains a classical point, and these cannot be contained in the kernel of T 2 l − (l + 1) 2 S l since this would contradict the Hecke eigenvalue bounds given by the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture.
Note that the injectivity of i † i implies the injectivity of i. The above shows that if X is as in the statement of Proposition 5, we have ker(i † ) ∩ im(i) = 0 so our families in M are not both old and new at l. However, if X is just a point, then i † i may have a kernel -this corresponds to p-adic automorphic forms which are both old and new at l.
Some modules
We denote the fraction field of O(X) by F . If A is an O(X)-module we write A F for the F -vector space A ⊗ O(X) F .
We begin this section by noting that the injectivity of i † i implies the injectivity of j † j:
is an injective endomorphism of a finite dimensional vector space, it is an isomorphism, so we see that λ = µ = 0. Hence j † j (thus a fortiori j) is injective.
We now define two chains of modules which will prove useful:
, with analogous statements for the starred modules.
We fix the usual action of T (N δpl) on all these modules. We can now describe some pairings between them which will be equivariant under the T (N δpl) action. They will not all be equivariant with respect to the action of T l .
We have a (perfect) pairing , :
which in turn induces a pairing
The fact that this pairing is perfect follows from the following lemma:
and
Proof. For the first isomorphism, the module Hom The second isomorphism is obvious, since j is injective.
In exactly the same way, we have a perfect pairing
The final pairing we will need is induced by the pairing between M and M * . It is straightforward to check that this gives a perfect pairing:
An analogue of Ihara's lemma
In classical level raising results (such as [DT94, Rib83, Tay89] ) analogues of 'Ihara's lemma' (Lemma 3.2 in [Iha75] ) are used to show that prime ideals of a Hecke algebra containing the annihilators of certain modules of automorphic forms are in some sense 'uninteresting', or even to show that these modules are trivial. In this section we prove the appropriate analogue of Ihara's lemma in our setting.
From this section onwards we will assume that X is a one dimensional irreducible connected smooth affinoid in weight space W, so we can apply Proposition 5. We want to obtain information about the T (N δpl) action on the quotients
and Λ * 0 /Λ * 1 . The pairings P 1 and P 2 allow us to use an analogue of Ihara's lemma (the following two propositions and theorem) to obtain crucial information about all four quotients. Recall that the radius of overconvergence r equals p −n for some positive integer n. Fix a positive integer c such that N m(U 1 (N p α+n ) ) contains all elements ofẐ × congruent to 1 modulo c. We first need a lemma allowing us to control certain forms with weight a point in weight space.
Then κ x is a classical weight z → z 2 ε p (z), and for all but finitely many primes q ≡ 1 mod c, (where c is the fixed integer chosen above),
Proof. We first prove part (i). Suppose y is as in the statement of that part. For
a ∈ Z p , we see that y(g)(z + a) = y(g)(z) for all a ∈ Z p , z ∈ B r,K ′ so y(g)(z) is constant in z, since non-constant rigid analytic functions have discrete zero sets. Recall that U = U 1 (N p α ), so
so κ x must correspond to the classical weight given by z → z 2 ǫ p (z) for some character ǫ p trivial on 1 + p α+n Z p , where r = p −n . This now implies that for each g ∈ D × f we have y(g)γ = y(g) for all γ in the projection of U 1 (N p α+n ) to M α+n , since these matrices all have bottom right hand entry congruent to 1 mod p α+n .
We now follow [DT94] to complete the proof of the first part of the lemma. There is
f is actually inẐ × and is congruent to 1 mod c. Thus (by the way we picked c) there
where to pass from the first line to the second we use the fact that y factors through N m to commute y's arguments, from the second to the third we use that y is modular of level U and in the final line we first substitute u 0 for d −1 0 η q (since they have the same reduced norm), then commute y's arguments and use the left invariance of y under D × followed by the fact that u
We now give a proof of the second part of the lemma. First we perform a formal calculation. Fix an isomorphism
where K ′ T is the ring of power series with coefficients in K ′ tending to zero (T a formal variable), and n is a positive integer depending on r. Such an isomorphism exists since B r,K ′ is just a disjoint union of finitely many affinoid discs. We then have an identification of D x,r with
, where K ′ [T ] denotes the ring of power series with bounded coefficients in K ′ , and the pairing between A x,r and D x,r is given on each component by
..,n be an element of D x,r , with
For each α = 1, ..., n and i 0 fix e i,α to be the element of A x,r which is T i at the α component, and zero elsewhere. We have
We can now see that if we have f = f · 1 −1 0 1 we get i j=0 i j b j,α = b i,α for all i and α, which implies that f = 0. Now we return to the statement in the lemma and suppose y ∈ V D x (U ; r) factors through N m. Let u 1 be the element of U ⊂ D × f with p component equal to γ and all other components the identity. For all g ∈ D × f , y(gu 1 ) = y(g)γ since u 1 ∈ U and y(gu 1 ) = y(g) since N m(u 1 ) = 1. Hence y(g) = y(g)γ and the above calculation shows that y(g) = 0 for all g.
The following two propositions apply the preceding lemma to give a form of Ihara's lemma for modules of overconvergent automorphic forms and dual overconvergent forms.
Proposition 8. For all but finitely many primes q ≡ 1 mod c, T q − q − 1 annihilates the module Tor
Proof. Fix q ≡ 1 mod c with q ∤ N pδl and set H q := T q − q − 1. Let m be a maximal ideal of O(X) and set K ′ = O(X)/m. The maximal ideal m corresponds to a point x of X(K ′ ), with corresponding weight κ x : Z × p → K ′× the specialisation of κ at m. We have a short exact sequence
Noting that L 2 and M are O(X)-torsion free, hence flat, and taking derived functors of − ⊗ O(X) K ′ gives an exact sequence
, so by the naturality of the long exact sequence for Tor the diagram
To complete the proof it suffices to prove that H q annihilates the kernel of
We proceed by viewing these modules as spaces of automorphic forms with weight x (a single point in weight space). We define two finite dimensional K ′ -vector spaces:
There are maps i x : L 2 x → M x and i † x : M x → L x as defined in section 2.7 (taking the weight X in that section to be the point x), but note that as now the weight is just a point in weight space, Proposition 5 does not apply. In particular the map i x might not be injective.
Recall that L and M are finitely generated O(X) modules, whence L ⊗ O(X) K ′ and M ⊗ O(X) K ′ are finite dimensional K ′ -vector spaces. Since the Newton polygon of the characteristic power series for U p acting on S D X (U ; r) has the same slope d part when specialised to any point of X, and the specialisation of the Banach O(X)-modules S D X (U ; r) and S D X (V ; r) at m gives S D x (U ; r) and
These isomorphisms also commute with double coset operators, so to prove the proposition it suffices show that H q annihilates the kernel of i x .
Suppose i x (y 1 , y 2 ) = 0. Then y 1 = −y 2 |η l , so we have y 2 ∈ S D x (U ; r), y 2 |η l ∈ S D x (U ; r). Therefore y 2 and y 2 |η l are both invariant under the action of the group U , so y 2 is invariant under the action of the group generated by U and η l U η 
, and the l-factor of U is GL 2 (Z l ), we have that y 2 is invariant under SL 2 (Q l ), where we embed
f in the obvious way. 13
Denote by D N m=1 the algebraic subgroup of D × whose elements are of reduced norm 1. We have D N m=1 (Q l ) ∼ = SL 2 (Q l ), since D is split at l. The strong approximation theorem applied to
Since y 2 is continuous, X g is closed, and for δ ∈ D N m=1 (Q), γ ∈ SL 2 (Q l ) we have y 2 (gg −1 δγg) = y 2 (δγg) = y 2 (γg) = y 2 (gg −1 γg) = y 2 (g), since g −1 γg ∈ SL 2 (Q l ). Therefore X g contains the dense set g −1 D N m=1 (Q)SL 2 (Q l )g, so X g is the whole of D N m=1 f . This shows that y 2 factors through N m. Now the first part of Lemma 7 applies.
Proposition 9. The module Tor
Proof. We again set K ′ = O(X)/m, and let x ∈ X(K ′ ) be the point corresponding to m. Proceeding as at the beginning of the proof of Proposition 8 we see that we must show that the map
As in the previous proposition, it is sufficient to show that the map j x : L * 2 x → M * x is injective. Now we continue as in the proof of Proposition 8, and finally apply the second part of Lemma 7.
The following consequence of the preceding two propositions will be the most convenient analogue of Ihara's lemma for our applications.
Theorem 10. i) There is a positive integer e such that for all but finitely many primes q ≡ 1 mod c, (T q − q − 1) e annihilates (M/iL 2 ) tors . Therefore these Hecke operators annihilate the modules Λ 2 /Λ 3 and, by consideration of the pairing P 2 , Λ * 0 /Λ * 1 . ii) The module (M * /jL * 2 ) tors is equal to 0. Therefore the modules Λ * 2 /Λ * 3 and, by consideration of the pairing P 1 , Λ 0 /Λ 1 are also equal to 0.
Proof. We first prove the first part of the theorem. Fix a q ≡ 1 mod c with q ∤ N pδl. The module (M/iL 2 ) tors is finitely generated (and torsion) over the Dedekind domain O(X), so it is isomorphic as an O(X)-module to i O(X)/m e i i for some finite set of maximal ideals m i in O(X). We set e to be the maximum of the e i . Set H q := T q − q − 1 as before. We will show that H e q annihilates (M/iL 2 ) tors .
Indeed, suppose that m ∈ M represents a nonzero torsion class in M/iL 2 . Thus, there exists a nonzero α ∈ O(X) such that αm ∈ iL 2 . We have Tor
. So we are required to prove that H e q annihilates Tor
we can assume that (α) ⊃ i m e i i , so it is enough to show that H e q annihilates
Taking derived functors of − ⊗ O(X) M/iL 2 of the short exact sequence 
. Since α was arbitrary, H e q annihilates (M/iL 2 ) tors . The second part of the theorem follows easily from Proposition 9.
Supporting Hecke ideals
We will call a maximal ideal M in the Hecke algebra T (N δp) Eisenstein (compare [Maz77] ) if there is some positive integer c such that for all but finitely many primes q ≡ 1 mod c, T q − q − 1 ∈ M. The motivation for this definition is the following well-known lemma:
Lemma 11. Suppose we have a Galois representation ρ : Gal(Q/Q) → GL 2 (Q l ) and a positive integer c such that for all but finitely many primes q ≡ 1 mod c, the trace of Frobenius at q, Tr(Frob q ) = q + 1. Then ρ is reducible.
local eigenvariety construction described in section 6.2 of [Che04] . Denote this ball by X. As usual the rp −α -analytic character Z × p → O(X) induced by the embedding X ֒→ W is denoted by κ. The system of Hecke eigenvalues given by φ corresponds to a maximal ideal M in the O(X) Hecke algebra T (N pq) . We know that T 2 l − (l + 1) 2 S l ∈ M. If we set L = S D X (U 1 (N p α ); r) d as before, and use the notation of the previous section, then M L is in the support of L. At this stage Theorem 12 applies to the ideal M, which is not Eisenstein since the Galois representation attached to φ is irreducible (recall that we are working on the cuspidal part of the eigencurve). Therefore we know that M ′ M is in the support of ker(i † ) ⊂ M . We can then take a height one prime ideal p ⊂ M ′ M in the support of ker(i † ) ⊂ M , and then this corresponds (by proposition 6.2.4 of [Che04] ) to a p-adic family of automorphic forms, new at l, passing through a point φ ′ with system of Hecke eigenvalues the same as those for φ away from l. Now applying the map JL p we see that one of the points over φ must lie in Z. A calculation using the fact that φ ′ comes from an eigenform in the kernel of i † shows that the point corresponds to the root α.
To translate this theorem into the language of the introduction, note that E old corresponds to the generically unramified principal series components of E ′ , whilst Z corresponds to the generically special or supercuspidal components. We may identify the point over φ lying in Z as the one whose attached GL 2 (Q l )-representation is special.
Eigenvarieties of newforms
We return to the situation of a definite quaternion algebra D over Q with arbitrary discriminant δ prime to p. Denote the levels U 1 (N p α ) by U and U 1 (N p α ) ∩ U 0 (l) by V , as before. We denote by E D the tame level U 1 (N ) ∩ U 0 (l) reduced eigencurve for D. Suppose φ is a point of E D , with weight x. We say that φ is l-new if it corresponds to a Hecke eigenform in the kernel of the map Proof. Exactly as for Proposition 4.7 of [Che05] .
We now apply the results of section 2 to show that a point of E D new \Z lies in a one-dimensional family of points in E D new , so by contradiction we can conclude that E D new is equal to Z.
Theorem 17. E D new is equal to Z. In particular, E D new is equidimensional of dimension 1.
Proof. Let φ be a point of E D new \Z with weight x. The proof will proceed by showing that φ is also l-old, then raising the level at φ, as in the previous theorem, to show that it lies in a family of l-new points.
We pick d, r and α such that φ comes from a r-overconvergent automorphic form of slope d and level U = U 1 (N p α ). Now fix a closed ball in W, containing the weight of φ, which is small enough (note that 'small enough' depends on d, r and α) to apply the local eigenvariety construction described in section 6.2 of [Che04] . Denote this ball by X. The point x in X corresponds to a maximal ideal m of O(X). If we set M = S D X (V ; r) d as before, then φ lies in a family corresponding to a Hecke eigenvector in M .
